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• Panel – Introduction & Expertise

• Outline of Opportunity for Everyone to Win: While patient portals are being 

widely adopted, coaching and engaging patients and families using the 

personal health record (PHR) to improve outcomes in pediatric care has not 

been a priority 

• Highlights: 

 How a patient portal can be much more than an appointment request and 

prescription renewal platform 

 Panelists’ experiences of using the portal as a tool for education, 

communication, and care coordination 

 Barriers and opportunities for the entire care team, including patients and 

families, to effectively use the PHR to prioritize information sharing, patient 

convenience, and patient safety

 Unique problems in the care of children (privacy and portal access in 

adolescents) and safe creation of personal health data

• Q & A

Agenda
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• Recognize the value of the patient portal as a patient/family 

engagement tool (in pediatric care)

• Discuss strategies enabling and refining the portal to 

educate, collaborate, enhance efficiency, and improve care 

quality

• Identify opportunities to maximize the impact of the 

personal health record in communication and care for 

children with chronic conditions and special health care 

needs 

Learning Objectives
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• Both can help drive patient/family engagement through many 
shared features

• Terms are used interchangeably by many, including ONC and 
AHIMA

• Portals allow family to view information, interact with the health 
care entity

• PHRs are usually connected/tethered to one health care system 
and allow the family to interact with their health care data and 
contribute to it.

https://patientengagementhit.com/features/how-do-patient-portals-
and-personal-health-records-differ

Personal Health Record vs Portal

https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://patientengagementhit.com/features/how-do-patient-portals-and-personal-health-records-differ&data=02|01|LKrams@aap.org|765c73211a3741a92df208d6789f97df|686a5effab4f4bad8f3a22a2632445b9|0|0|636829024179940407&sdata=CwyDNO0CiO18doY9RVwOS7fmGLUhaYVZYzntOmWGXHA%3D&reserved=0
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Lisa’s Family Story

The Question That 
Changed Everything…
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Value of PHR

How many of you have had patients who didn’t 
reveal information important to diagnosis?

Lab results can give critical clues that children 

and other populations may hesitate to reveal

The PHR can give family members a vital tool to 

watch for signs of trouble
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Josh’s Difficult Journey

• A whole different take on being unique 
and special

• 8-month stay in two hospitals in 2015

• Dramatic medical flight to CHOP
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Josh’s Difficult Journey

• Imagine being in hospital most of 8th

and 9th grade

• So grateful for nurturing care at 
Rainbow

• Ancillary conditions, challenges

• Stages of anger to coping, maturing

Angie’s Garden at

Rainbow Babies & 

Children’s Hospital
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Josh’s Difficult Journey
• Fulfillment from being part of NIH 

research

• Fighting spirit and hope for the future

• Biomedical engineering to invent 
devices and help people

• Learning self-care and advocacy
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1. How many of you have sent or received and 
processed a message on a patient portal?

2. How many of you have used a portal for your 
own healthcare?  

3. How many of you who have not used a portal 
know if your doctor's office even has one? 

“Show of Hands” time…
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• Empowers patients with 
access to information

• Enhances patient safety, 
experience, communication

• Critical role in chronic illness to 
learn what to track and monitor

• Healthy patients to ensure 
preventive care, monitor 
annual PCP visits, vaccinations 
to avoid developing problems

• Important for self-care and 
self-advocacy

• Physician and nursing tool to 
coach and motivate patients

Why the PHR Is Important
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PHR Saves Patient and Family Time

• Click on the chart icon 

and instantly see trend 

over time

• Quickly see context of 

lab values

• Use physician 

messaging to ask a 

quick question

• Helps keep patient’s 

caregiving family 

strong and healthy
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PHR Saves Patient and Family Time

• Access PHR on the fly 

through the app during 

an ER visit

• Coordinate care, share 

labs and medical tests 

between different health 

systems

• Can think better about 

questions to ask ahead 

of appointments
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• Able to see Josh’s 
Rainbow and NIH 
medical files through 
one handy portal

Multiple Institutions Through One EHR Portal
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• Important Portal Features:

 Messaging

 Diagnostic Test Results

 Educational Information (hyperlinks to trusted information from 
problem list items, labs, etc.)

 Visit history/summaries

Perspective of the Busy Office/Private 
Practice Pediatrician
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• After provider salary and vaccines, the most expensive cost in a 
healthcare office is staff time.

• Phone conversations are the least inefficient/most expensive use 
of staff time:

 Can only handle one problem at a time

 Can’t be doing other things in the office

 Must be available to answer when the phone rings

 Frustrations for staff (phone won’t stop ringing!) and families (waiting 
on hold)

 Often cause churn/multiple handoffs or delay in “connecting to the 
right person”

Portal Is Your Most Efficient & Accessible Staff
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• The Family Perspective

• The Specialist Perspective

• The Primary Care Perspective

Messaging: Wins & Barriers
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• The Family Perspective

• The Specialist Perspective

• The Primary Care Perspective

Diagnostic Tests: Wins & Barriers
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• The Family Perspective

• The Specialist Perspective

• The Primary Care Perspective

Educational Information: Wins & Barriers
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• Standing orders for 
patients prior to the 
visit

• When complete 
results come directly 
into EHR in box for 
practice review prior 
to visit (via XML in 
“survey inbox”)

• Can identify families 
with concerns and 
schedule extra time 
as appropriate 
and/or tailor visit to 
family priorities

Pre-Visit Work/Surveys
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Forms/Family Notes/Immunizations on the 
Portal
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CHP Patient Portal
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CHP Patient Portal
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CHP Patient Portal

Dashboard, quicklinks, send a message, request an appt, view health profile, 

test results, rad results, documents, visit summaries, meds, 

renew scripts, fill in questionnaires
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Literature Review
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Literature Review
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• Pre-visit work to streamline the visit

• Forms available on the portal

• Immunizations (great for school/camp registration!)

• Pay your bill

• Self-schedule an appointment

• Register yourself as a new patient

• Self-scheduling flu clinics

Pushing the Envelope
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• See full care team chart notes

• Gives holistic view, perspective

• Helps patient & family review  information in 
their own time

• Reinforce details hard to remember after the 
visit

• Helps clarify questions, make sure on same 
page

• Enhances patient safety

• Patients have federal right to chart

• OpenNotes.org as resource

Next on the Horizon - OpenNotes
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1. Solve interoperability so patients and providers can access 

medical records across health systems, practices, and portals.

2. National patient ID.

3. Consumer-friendly functions such as bill-pay and appointment 

scheduling made available on every portal. Bill pay would 

include an itemized, easy-to-understand breakdown of charges 

and co-pays.

If We Could Solve ONE Problem Today…
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Thank You 
Q & A

suresh@chp.edu

@SureshKidsDoc

lisa@lisadanielpour.com

@lisadani

skressly@kresslypediatrics.com

@kiddrsue

mailto:suresh@chp.edu
mailto:lisa@lisadanielpour.com
mailto:skressly@kresslypediatrics.com

